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1. Abstract

The purpose of this project was the development of a prototype white space network operating on the TV band channels freed up during the transition to digital cable broadcasts. This prototype network consists of two computers and two software defined radios. The network was developed with the use of Gnu radio in a linux environment and utilizes Orthogonal Frequency Domain Multiplexing to transmit data over a wide band. Relatively high data rates were achieved with this network and the prototype was proven on several data rates and channels.
2. Project Motivation

Today’s society relies heavily on the internet for many aspects of modern life from commerce to social interaction. With the advent of cellular networks and WiFi hot-spots, much of the data and bandwidth that facilitates these exchanges is wireless. Current Wireless technologies are limited to a narrow spectrum that is already reaching its limits. In areas of high congestion like cities and universities people are experiencing a degradation in quality of service.

Opening different parts of the spectrum would allow for different network types like Wide area network that span miles instead of meters, Peer to peer networks to enable city spanning, free internet access, and would reduce reliance on already congested data/cellular providers.

3. Objective

The objective for this Capstone was to setup software defined radios on laptop computers to act as the physical access layer for a wireless network that operates on non-traditional frequencies (not WiFi). The physical layer is modeled on 802.11 standards to facilitate data transmissions on TV band white space spectrum. Because of FCC regulations (1) for this spectrum a further objective was to investigate spectrum sensing and integration of Google’s Spectrum database.

4. Background

During the transition to digital television broadcasts from analog a sizable portion of the frequencies historically used for television broadcasts were opened up for public use (the original band was 50mhz to 806 mhz but some of the spectrum has since been auctioned off (2). The available frequencies that were the focus of this capstone are 150 to 250 mHz. The usable frequencies can possibly be expanded by using “Greyspace”, or frequencies
designated for other tasks but not in use locally (1). The 100mhz wide band used in this Capstone translates to 16 channels each roughly 6mhz wide with additional space guarding each channel. Because of FCC regulations and for conformity’s sake I will treat these channels as separate and distinct.

The benefits of these longer wavelength (longer than the traditional 2.4ghz wifi signals) transmissions are that they can travel farther and are hindered less by obstacles like trees/buildings. This decreased signal degradation makes them suitable for both rural and urban areas.

Accessing these frequencies will involve the use of a Software-Defined Radio. The concept of the software defined radio has been around for over 40 years with the actual term being coined in 1984(3) and an example implementation in 1985(5). Modern software-defined radios rely on radio communication where the signal processing has been implemented via software and a computer or embedded system instead of in hardware with filters, modulators, or amplifiers (4) (6).

Recent implementations of whitespace networks include:

1. Wilmington NC is the location of the first commercial/public white space (7). Two parks, Hugh MacRae and Arlie Gardens were networked to provide backbone data services which feed data to traditional wireless networks. These networks also transmit live video feeds from several cameras located around the parks and have a range of 1.5 miles point to point.
2. Google has a spectrum database with an API that allows developers to visualize and check the available spectrum in their area. This database is part of the requirements set up by the FCC when the spectrum became available (8).

3. Trial in South Africa through The Tertiary Education and Research Network of South Africa (TENET) which Networked 10 universities and high schools in Cape Town using multiple white space networks to provide a data backbone and deliver service to traditional WiFi networks(9).

See Appendix C. Related Work for further information

5. Hypothesis
Using off the shelf components and open source software (like Gnu radio and TCP/IP and 802.11af) it should be possible to make a cheap and reliable white space network. These technologies should be available to the public and completely open source.

6. Requirements and Design
SDRs
The software defined radio used in this project is the HackRF one. It is broad spectrum (can operate between 6mhz – 6ghz tx/rx, is half duplex (like traditional WiFi) and has high sample rates (20 million+). There is also a cap on broadcast power of 50mA x 3.3V which puts us well below the 1 watt limit required by the FCC (https://greatscottgadgets.com/hackrf/)

GNU Radio
Gnu radio is a software development toolkit that offers implementation of Software defined radios in rapid fashion using off the shelf components. The API consists of many prebuild code blocks with functionality like 802.11 and TCP/IP. Coding is done in Python and C++ for custom blocks and development can be done in Windows or Linux (with Ubuntu 14.04 used for this project).
See the list for Materials and methods in Appendix C for a more detailed list of components

GNU radio companion is the companion IDE that works with the GNU radio toolkit and it features a graphical user interface, source code represented visually using flow-graphs, and straightforward development of new code blocks.

Code blocks have functions usually including an input and output. Code blocks can implement almost anything. But in relation to this project most of the code blocks that will be discussed implement a part of a software defined radio, a digital signal processing algorithm, a packet/header, or a way to interface all of the above.

See Fig 1, Appendix C. Screen capture of gnuradio companion and its corresponding parts.

In the above figure the blue boxes correspond to different blocks. As you can see, blocks can have many different types. There are variables, parameters, operations, and complex algorithm implementations. The pane on the right which is highlighted in red shows the different blocks available. Blocks can be added to gnuradio by downloading out of tree implementations. Out of tree blocks can be developed by anyone and are available under commons licenses.

The orange and the green boxes highlight the RUN buttons and the debug pane respectfully. When a flow graph is complete and error free, pressing run will execute all of the code blocks and any output will show up in the debug pane.

See Appendix A. For a Quick Start Guide which can also be found on the Git Repo.

7. Project Timeline
November 11th 2015 Proposal

January – May 2016: Setup of Dev. Environments
   Installed Ubuntu 14.04 on laptops (February)
   · Fresh install of Ubuntu
• Updated all packages
• Installed Dependencies

Installed Hackrf Ones on Dev. Laptops (March - May)

Installed radios and dependencies
• Tested radios
• Ran into issues with one of the Hackrf installs and ubuntu
• Had to blow away ubuntu and clean install start over for one of the dev laptops

June to September 2016

Installed gnu radio and dependencies several times before getting a working dev. environment with gnu radio talking to the Hackrf Ones

Had to reinstall ubuntu fresh on one of the dev. Laptops

October 2016 – February 2017

Developed first implementation of flow graph for TX and RX
• One of the dev. Laptops auto updated to ubuntu 16.04 and broke gnuradio.
• Had to reinstall ubuntu fresh and reload everything
• Started testing different network metrics and configurations
• Wasn’t getting very many packets over correctly

March 2017

Finally got configuration down and packets working with few to no dropped packets during several minute runs

April 2017

First week of April I started range testing… Blew out the amplifiers on the TX rails of both radios.

April 20th Defended Capstone
8. Project Deliverables
The goal of this Capstone as stated earlier is the delivery of:

- End to end communication over white space frequencies with custom packets and reasonably high data rates.
- Open source – Repository with code and flow graphs on GitHub
- Quick start guide/tutorial for easy setup
- Examination of Google Api and Spectrum sensing

9. Implementation
The following descriptions correspond to diagrams that can be found in Appendix C of this paper and detail the implementation of the prototype network in gnu radio.

a. Variables
There were a couple of main variables that configured the prototype network and were readily tweaked to adjust performance. They were Default Frequency, Sample Rate, gain, fft_len, payload_mod, and packet_len.

Default frequency is the center frequency at which the software defined radio transmits or receives. Sample rate is the number of samples per second tx/rx. Given a frequency of 100mhz and a sample rate of 1 million, the radio will either receive or transmit a signal from 99.5mhz to 100.5mhz (or roughly half the sample rate on either side of the center frequency).

FFT_LEN stands for the Fast Fourier algorithm length. FFT is a standard algorithm used in digital signal processing to convert a signal from a time domain into a signal represented in the frequency domain. This is important because you have to translate a digital signal composed of 1s and 0s into a spectrum which can be broadcast.
QSPK or quadrature Phase shift keying is the modulation of bits from a carrier wave into four possible phase shifts. This allows for the data to be transmitted over our physical layer. PACKET_LEN is the packet size that we transmit over our network. Instead of using a complicated scheme like dynamic MTU size, both the receiver and transceiver know the packet size ahead of time.

See Fig 2. Appendix C. for the variable blocks

b. Transmit side of Network
See Fig 3. Appendix C. Generator Packets

In this stage we generate a message, in this case PDU test. This protocol data unit is our basic packet and contains all of our messages. This block is versatile and could encapsulate higher levels (for example TCP/IP packets from the network layer or data-link layer. After the message is generated it is tagged and a Cyclic redundancy check is added to let us know if the data or packet is mal-formed after transmission. A packet header for our physical layer is then generated and the header and payload are passed to the next stage of our Flow graph.

Next, we convert the bits of our packet to something OFDM can use(20)(21). Virtual source is just the continuation from above with header and payload bits. Chunks to symbols converts our bits into symbols that can be transmitted via OFDM (described in the OFDM section). The Tagged stream Mux is a multiplexer that takes two streams and combines them into one ($). At this point we have a stream of symbols we can run in the OFDM blocks.

See Fig 4. Appendix C. Modulation

OFDM is a method for spreading our data over a broader channel (%). This is done by modulating the signal into multiple sub-carrier bands that can be broadcast simultaneously. The modulation for our sub-carriers was done in previous steps. In our implementation, QSPK
and DSPK modulation is used for the payload and packet respectively. The Carrier allocator block also adds pilot carriers and symbols to help the receiver find our channel. In these blocks the tagged complex symbols from our previous blocks are mapped onto corresponding OFDM symbols and added to their corresponding carrier. An FFT is then performed on the OFDM Carrier Allocator stream to convert it to the Frequency Domain. The Cyclic prefixer adds a guard interval to the signal and facilitates channel estimation and equalization. At the end of this process we now have a signal spread across a spectrum that we can broadcast on.

See Fig 5. Appendix C. TX Orthogonal Frequency Domain Multiplexing

Finally the signal is ready for transmission. It is piped to the Osmocom sink which is the interface to our HackRF On.

See Fig 6. Appendix C. Transmit

c. Receive side of Network

These blocks receive a signal, synchronize it, and then demux (de-multiplex) our header from our payload. This means we separate our header and payload signals upfront. We can do this because we used different symbol sets to modulate them.

See Fig 7. Appendix C. OFDM sync. Packet header and payload demux

See Fig 8. Appendix C.RX Header demodulation

After we have separated our header from our payload we can convert it back to a series of bits that we can read. First we have to convert it from the frequency domain to the time domain. We can then estimate the channel by identifying the same sync words used in the carrier allocator from our transmit side. Equalization is then performed on the stream. This helps reduce distortion and background noise from the signal. The OFDM Serializer removes
the pilot symbols and outputs the complex symbol stream. The constellation decoder converts
the complex symbols from the transmitted signal back to the unpacked bits of the header. The
packet header parser does exactly what it says. Reads in the stream of bits and parses it
based on the same header formatter used to generate it on the transmit side.

Much the same as with the header; we perform FFT on the payload stream, equalize the
signal, and remove the pilot symbols.

See Fig 9. RX Payload demodulation

As with the header, the payload is unpacked from complex symbols to bits and translated to
our PDU. This is ten passed to a message debug block that outputs the PDU to console and
the debug pane. The top input is from the header so that the header is output first, then the
PDU.

See Fig 10. RX Complex to PDU

d. TX and RX simultaneously (Transceiver):

Building a transceiver in gnuradio with the hackrf is as simple as combining the TX and RX
into one flow-graph. Since the Hackrf one is capable of half duplex transmission, gnuradio
and the Osmocom blocks will alternate transmission and receiving to achieve this.

10. Results and Network Metrics

This section details the results achieved with the implemented physical layer topology
described above and details some of its features.
a. Spectrum

See Fig 11. Broadcast at 145.25mhz 2mhz bandwidth OFDM low gain

This spectrum illustrates our OFDM broadcast. 145.25mhz was the center frequency with 1mhz on either side composing 2mhz of bandwidth. The gain was set to low (2db on the transmitter). Even though we were transmitting on a lower gain there is still a nice OFDM signal from our network.

You can see the same signal broadcast at 10db gain. The OFDM shape and curve are more pronounced. See Fig 12. 145.25mhz OFDM 2MSPS high gain

Below is the same signal with a bandwidth of 6mhz and a gain set to 10db. What is interesting in this graph is that you can start seeing the individual peaks and channels of the sub-carriers in the signal (i.e. the striation seen across the band).

See Fig 13. 145.25mhz OFDM 6MSPS high gain

These results are representative of the spectrums produced at other frequencies.

Frequencies tested include 109mhz, 211.25 mhz, and many more.

c. Data

See Fig 14. 211mhz 1MSMP DPU

The above figure is an example of a packet we received over our network transmitting and receiving at 1MSPS. In this example you can see that the header is empty. It was just tagged with #f. The PDU has a length of 280 bits and is a randomized vector.

Fig 15 shows samples transmitted and received at 2MSPS and is illustrative of a problem encountered during testing. At higher samples per second and data rates there was increased
packet loss. This may be due to limitations in processing or transmitting. This could be narrowed down by using more powerful computers than the two elderly laptops used to implement the network. See Fig 15 211mhz 2MSMP DPU

Fig 16 shows the last packet received in a test run at 1MSPS. Packets were limited to 1400 bits and most packets approached this length. The duration of the network run was 1 minutes and the calculated bandwidth was approximately 1.1 Mbps. See Fig 16 211mhz PDU 1400 packet length.

11. Lessons learned

1. Projects of any complexity need to be thoroughly planned and scoped before initiation. One of the things I struggled with during the execution of this project was scoping it down to something that was actionable and achievable. When you select a project like this that has seemingly endless possibilities and interesting avenues to pursue it is important to identify a goal that is accomplish-able in a given time frame.

2. Starting and stopping a project every couple of weeks or months is not a good way to make forward progress. For me at least, it is very difficult to drop work for several weeks and then come back to it. This is a key reason that the project took as long as it did (over 2 years). The way I combated this towards the end was to have mini “deliverables” and accomplishments such that I would not stop work or take a break until I had accomplished a certain task. Eventually these all add up and you don’t have to worry about where you were and what steps you were in the middle of when you last looked at it.

3. Gnuradio, Ubuntu, and the Hackrf One are not professional tools.
These open source tools and platforms are all a work in progress. Even gnuradio and ubuntu, which are projects that have been running for over a decade, have their bugs and dependencies that are difficult to track down. When you combine several of these open source tools for a project like this there are going to be times where you spend a week on fixing an issue, reinstalling a library, or completely blowing away your OS install and starting over. In point of fact, I reinstalled Ubuntu at least 8 times on two machines and had to reinstall gnuradio and hackrf.
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13. Conclusion and Other Thoughts
Whitespace networking is the future of wireless networking. Implementation of Whitespace networks offers the possibility of cheap, reliable, and equitable data communications for society as a whole. Possible benefits include free or close to free wireless data communications/VOIP, and less reliance on the last mile providers (which would have positive impacts in the Net Neutrality debate)(15). It is not limited to rural or urban settings and if implemented correctly can offer free and ubiquitous internet access around the country.

The implementation of white space networks also has broad implications for current technologies and the businesses that rely on them. Current Cellular and wireless data service may become superannuated depending on how widespread and how quickly this technology is adopted. This has been highlighted recently by increased lobbying activities by the major Telecoms in the United States in an attempt to restrict (19) the use of these frequencies set aside for the public. Fortunately, there are other technology companies on the opposite side of this issue. This means that the political climate will have to be monitored throughout the course of this project.

Other thoughts:
The implementation of this functionality via SDRs in smart phones and other portable devices offers an additional and cutting edge area of study involving signal processing and parallel computing research. Smart phones have been trending towards parallelism with recent
advances like nVidia’s tegra chips that include 72 custom cores and are being implemented in
smart phones. These advances in technology make possible the implementation of true
Software-defined radios in most any portable device and this convergence of multiple
technologies including mobile computing and digital signal processing will change how our
devices communicate and bring greater connectivity to the world.
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install instructions for ubuntu 14.04

During the execution of this project I found that the only reliable version of Ubuntu that played well with the Hackrf and Gnuradio was 14.04. I spent many an hour uninstalling, reinstalling, upgrading, and downgrading to figure this out. Use 14.04 if you can.

Install Hackrf one, if using another SDR you can skip Also see: installing hackrf as per: https://mborgerson.com/getting-started-with-the-hackrf-one-on-ubuntu-14-04

1. $ apt-get update
2. $ apt-get upgrade
3. $ apt-get install hackrf

Alternative I had trouble with different versions of hackrf including the one from cannonical Try:

1. $ git clone https://github.com/mossmann/hackrf.git
2. $ cd hackrf/host
3. $ mkdir build && cd build
4. $ cmake ../ -DINSTALL_UDEV_RULES=ON
5. $ make
6. $ make install
7. $ ldconfig

At this point you should be able to test your hackrf
1. `$ hackrf_info` This command will display the firmware version, software, and serial. If this command doesn’t work you will have to try and install another version of the software or troubleshoot your USB ports/drivers.

Install Pybombs see: [https://github.com/gnuradio/pybombs/](https://github.com/gnuradio/pybombs/) for troubleshooting

1. `$ pip install pybombs`
2. `$ pip install [--upgrade] git+https://github.com/gnuradio/pybombs.git`

Add recipes for pybombs

1. `$ pybombs recipes add gr-recipes git+https://github.com/gnuradio/gr-recipes.git`
2. `$ pybombs recipes add gr-etcetera git+https://github.com/gnuradio/gr-etcetera.git`

Install GNU Radio with pybombs

1. `$ pybombs prefix init ~/prefix -a myprefix -R gnuradio-default`

Setup your prefix and run GRC

1. `$ source ~/prefix/setup_env.sh`
2. `$ gnuradio-companion`

Other tools:

GQRX is helpful for visualizing spectrum and has a digital radio tuner for radio stations as well To Install:

1. `$ add-apt-repository -y ppa:gqrx/gqrx-sdr`
2. `$ apt-get update`
3. `$ apt-get upgrade`
4. `$ apt-get install gqrx`

If everything works and you can pick up radio stations you are good to go

Running the flow graphs with HackRF

If you have two HackRF One boards and multiple machines you can simply run RX_PDU_OFDM.grc via gnuradio-companion on one machine, and TX_PDU_OFDM.grc on the other.
If you want to run a transceiver you will have to combine the RX and TX graphs. You can simply drag and drop all the blocks from Rx to Tx. This will not leave much room for both RX and TX to be displayed and Blocks will end up on top of each other.

With the HackRF One, the transceiver will work in half duplex mode as per the Hackrf one spec. You may need to add some synchronization blocks or schemes to sync one transceiver to another.

I recommend getting RX and TX working separately before trying a transceiver.

Appendix B. Google Spectrum API and Spectrum sensing overview

The Google Spectrum API facilitates identifying available channels in your local area. There are a couple of prerequisites for using the API. You must have a google account. You will also need an FCC ID but there is a default FCC ID that you can see in the code examples below.

To pull back spectrum info you will have to first generate a SHA1 key with a keygen like Keytool Utility. You’ll need one for your application or code block if it interfaces with the API. You’ll also need separate keys if you implement a server or another client. After generating keys, simple JSON API requests to the interface will hit their database and pull back the requested information (example below).

```
curl -XPOST https://www.googleapis.com/rpc -H "Content-Type: application/json" --data '{
    "jsonrpc": "2.0",
    "method": "spectrum.paws.getSpectrum",
    "apiVersion": "v1explorer",
    "params": {
        "type": "AVAIL_SPECTRUM_REQ",
        "version": "1.0",
        "deviceDesc": {
            "serialNumber": "your_serial_number",
            "fccId": "TEST",
            "fccTvbdDeviceType": "01",
            "location": {
                "point": {
                    "latitude": 42.0986,
                    "longitude": -75.9183
                }
            },
            "antenna": {
                "height": 30.0,
                "heightType": "AGL"
            },
            "owner": {
                "id": "your_API_key"
            },
            "capabilities": {
                "frequencyRanges": [{
                    "startHz": 800000000,
                    "stopHz": 850000000
                },
                {
                    "startHz": 800000000,
                    "stopHz": 850000000
                }]
            }
        }
    }
}
```

The response to that request contains Bandwidth, Frequency ranges, and Transmit decibel limits.
Spectrum Sensing

This can be accomplished with gnu radio and code blocks. A simple spectrum analyzer would:

- Sample portion of spectrum you are interested in
- Run FFT on samples to visualize/turn into frequencies and amplitudes
- Sum all amplitudes and divide by total number of FFT series.

This would give you an average amplitude over the whole sample. With this you could develop an average amplitude for a cutoff. If a scanned frequency range had a higher amplitude than the cutoff, you would simply look for another channel.

The amplitude cutoff would have to take into account the types of signals you might expect to interfere at particular frequencies. You’d also need to know something about ambient background noise for each channel.

Spectrum sensing is important because it is part of the FCCs conditions for using the spectrum. The Google API fulfills this obligation in most cases, but it is advisable to implement spectrum sensing in any White space application to prevent interference with other devices.
Related Work
Spectrum Sensing and Switching

Spectrum sensing and switching is an integral feature of any cognitive network. Not only is it important to detect which channels are open or closed, this information must be shared between nodes in order to increase the probability that no channels are falsely labeled and used (10).

As far back as 2000 Joseph Mitola developed an outline for using cognitive radio as the basis for personal wireless networks (11). Most importantly, his work on real-time radio spectrum “renting” is the basis for the ideas of spectrum sensing and switching that I plan to use in the implementation of this project. More recently, work has been done by several teams to develop protocols and schemes for the implementation of spectrum sensing and switching on base stations (12) which would then service local devices. They would then free up channels for wireless microphones and other devices (as per FCC regulations) as needed.

Peer to Peer functionality

Recent work in this area has focused on opportunistic routing protocols for cognitive radio networks (13). These opportunistic routing protocols have not only been shown to deliver higher performance than traditional wireless routing techniques, they also have the added benefits of reduced energy consumption (14), and network utilization. Peer to peer functionality will be an important addition to any whitespace enabled cognitive network developed through this project.

Other Whitespace Network Applications

There are many other projects and technologies being developed using the spectrum made available during the switch to digital television. Some of the more interesting technologies deal with the “internet of things” idea and with building a smarter power grid. An example of this is a project in the highlands of Scotland that is designed to bring a whitespace network to
a region with multiple power generation resources like wind and tidal power, but without the necessary connectivity infrastructure to implement meters and load balancing (15).

An interesting side note is the development of countermeasures for wireless microphone spoofing which is aimed at kicking whitespace devices off of channels and reducing available bandwidth (16). Whitespace networks are in their infancy with very few actually seen in the wild and attacks are already being developed and countered. Any implementation of spectrum sensing and switching for this capstone will need to take into account methods for detecting microphone spoofing.

Materials and methods
The white space network prototype was built around readily available technology and open source software.

a. Materials:

   • HackRF One (2x) – Software Defined Radio Transceiver. This device operates on frequencies ranging from 10 Mhz to 6 Ghz. They are half-duplex transceivers that can process up to 20 million samples per second. TX is limited to 50 mA at 3.3v which caps transmissions slightly above FCC rules.
   • Linux boxes running Ubuntu Linux 14.04
   • GNU Radio API and GNU Radio Companion
     • 802.11(af) and 802.22 (still being developed) protocols.

b. The GNU Radio API:

GNU Radio is a software development toolkit that offers the ability to implement Software defined radios in a rapid fashion using off the shelf components.

Features include:

   • Pre-built code blocks
   • Coding in python or C for custom blocks
   • The ability to develop windows or linux applications.
c. GNU Radio Companion

Features:

- Graphical user interface
- Source Code is represented visually using flow-graphs
- Straightforward development of new code blocks
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